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A new nite di eren e method for the Helmholtz equation is presented. The method
involves repla ing the standard \weights" in the entral di eren e quotients (Se ts. 2.1,
2.2, and 2.3) by weights that are optimal in a sense that will be explained in the Se ts.
just mentioned. The al ulation of the optimal weights involves some ompli ated and
error prone manipulations of integral formulas that is best done using omputer aided
symboli omputation (SC). In addition, we dis uss the important problem of interpolation involving meshes that have been re ned in ertain subregions. Analyti formulae
are derived using SC for these interpolation s hemes. Our results are dis ussed in Se t.
5. Some hints about the omputer methods we used to a omplish these results are
given in the Appendix. More information is available and a ess to that information is
referen ed.
While we do not want to make SC the fo us of this work, we also do not want to
underestimate its value. Armed with robust and eÆ ient SC libraries, a resear her an
omfortably and onveniently experiment with ideas that he or she might not examine
otherwise.

Keywords : nite di eren e method, Helmholtz equation, symboli
mesh, interpolation
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1. Introdu tion
A standard omputational tool for approximating solutions to systems of partial
di erential equations with boundary onditions is the nite di eren e method 1 2
3
. In the ase of the Helmholtz equation

r u =  u;
2

(1)

2

it was shown in Chapt. four of 4 that numeri al errors that an o ur in the entral
di eren e quotients ould be orre ted without in reasing the order by optimally
adjusting \weights" for these quotients. This material will be reviewed in Se t. 2.
The problem of a urately interpolating when a mesh is re ned in some subregion
of interest for a given initial mesh for the Helmholtz equation was also addressed in
Chapt. ve of 4 and this will be reviewed in Se t. 4. The al ulations ne essary for
this involved working out some rather ompli ated integral formulas and manipulating omplex algebrai expressions, all of whi h an be tedious and error prone. In
this paper, it will be shown how SC an be used to relieve the tedium and eliminate
the inevitable typographi al errors involved in hand al ulations.

2. Optimizing Weights in a Finite Di eren e Method for the
Helmholtz Equation
2.1. Dimension one
Consider a fun tion u of one variable. Classi al nite di eren e s hemes are derived
under the assumption that u an be expanded in terms of a Taylor series. One then
has

h2
h
u(x + h) = u(x) + u0 (x) + u00 (x) + : : : ;
1!
2!
h2
h
00
0
:::
u(x h) = u(x) u (x) + u (x)
1!

2!

(2)

from whi h the approximations

u0 (x) 
u00 (x) 

u(x + h) u(x h)
;
2h
u(x + h) 2u(x) + u(x h)
h2

(3)

are easily derived. The idea in 4 is to repla e the oeÆ ient two in the approximation
above by a new oeÆ ient ! whi h minimizes

u(x + h) !u(x) + u(x h)
:
h2
To derive this new weight, onsider u(x + h) + u(x h) in general. We have


h2
h4
(2)
(4)
u(x + h) + u(x h) = 2 u(x) + u (x) + u (x) + : : :
u00

2!

4!

(4)

(5)
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from equations (2) above. By iterating the relation u00 = 2 u, it follows that

u(2n) = ( 1)n 2n u:

(6)

Substituting these values into Eq. (5) gives

u(x + h) + u(x h) = 2 os (h)u:

(7)

u(x + h) !u(x) + u(x h)
2u = u00 (x) =
h2

(8)

! = 2 os (h) + (h)2 :

(9)

Thus, the equation

has an exa t solution in this ase, viz.

and we have an \adjusted weight" for a new nite di eren e s heme.

Remark 2.1. In this ase, it is a tually well known that the exa t solution to the
one dimensional Helmholtz equation is given by ekxj + e kxj (j 2 = 1) where
the onstants and are determined by the boundary values and the adjusted
weight above an be dire tly al ulated from this as is done in 4 .
2.2.

Dimension two

Eq. (1) in dimension two is

uxx + uyy = 2 u(x; y):
The lassi

(10)

entral di eren e s heme gives the approximation
u(x + h; y) + u(x h; y) 4u(x; y) + u(x; y + h) + u(x; y

uxx + uyy 

h2

h)

(11)

and we want to repla e the oeÆ ient four above by an optimal (in a sense to
be made pre ise) weight ! . Unfortunately, the method of the last se tion does
not dire tly generalize due to the existen e of ross derivative terms. However, an
argument was given in 4 whi h gives a satisfa tory answer that is optimal in the
sense that we re all here.
Consider Eq. (10) in the absen e of boundaries. It is known that the plane waves

f (x; y) = ej(x

 y



(12)

os ( )+ sin ( ))

are solutions (j 2 = 1). A straightforward al ulation gives

f (x + h; y) + f (x h; y) + f (x; y + h) + f (y; x h) =
2( os ( h os ()) + os ( h sin ()))f (x; y ):
Thus, in this ase, we would like to nd ! su h that
2( os (h os ()) + os (h sin ()))f

h2

! f

(13)
(14)
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2f as possible. Equivalently, we want to nd an optimal ! su h

is as lose to
that

2( os (h os ()) + os (h sin ()))

(!

2 h2 )  0:

(15)

Eq. (15) does not have a solution that is independent of the angle , however, it is
reasonable to try to minimize the average over all angles and hope that there is a
unique solution. In other words, we seek a solution ! to the equation
Z 2
0

(2( os (h os ()) + os (h sin ()))

Equivalently,
2! = 2

Z 2
0

(!

2 h2 ))d = 0:

( os (h os ()) + os (h sin ()))d + 22 h2 ;

(16)

(17)

and there is a unique solution

!=

1



Z 2
0

( os (h os ()) + os (h sin ()))d + 2 h2 :

(18)

In fa t, there is an analyti expression for this integral in terms of the Bessel fun tion
of the rst kind. We have
Z 2

( os (h os ()) + os (h sin ()))d = 4J0 (h):

(19)

This follows from the lassi formula 5 (where z = x + yj )
Z
Z
1 
1 
os (z sin ())d =
os (z os ())d
J0 (z ) =

(20)

0





0

and the easily proven formulas


Z

Z

0



0

os (z sin ())d =
os (z os ())d =

0

Z 2

os (z sin ())d;



Z 2

os (z os ())d:



(21)

Thus, in dimension two, we have the adjusted weight

! = 4J0 (h) + (h)2 :

(22)

Note that, in this ase, the integral involved is easy enough that there is little
trouble in getting the required expressions by hand. We will nonetheless note that
the problem an be phrased in terms of \rewrite rule" transformations suitable for
ma hine al ulation, viz.
Z 2

0
Z 2
0



Z 2

os (z sin (x))dx 7

!

os (z os (x))dx 7

! 2J (x):

0
0

os (z os (x))dx;
(23)
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It is then a simple matter of applying the rst rule to get
Z 2
0

( os (h os (x)) + os (h sin (x))dx 7

!2

Z 2
0

os (h os (x))dx

(24)

and then applying the se ond rule,
2

Z 2
0

os (h os (x))dx 7

! 4J (x):

(25)

0

Most symboli omputational systems allow the user to de ne su h transformations
and it is easy to see how a program might be written to automate the pro ess.

2.3.

Dimension three

In dimension three, Eq. (1) be omes

uxx + uyy + uzz = 2 u(x; y; z )

(26)

and the standard entral di eren e approximation for the left hand side of (26) is
u(x h; y; z ) + u(x + h; y; z ) + u(x; y h; z ) + u(x; y + h; z )

h2
u(x; y; z h) + u(x; y; z + h) 6u(x; y; z )
(27)
+
h2
and we want to repla e the oeÆ ient six in u by an optimal ! . The method used

in dimension two generalizes in a straightforward way using the plane waves

f;(x; y; z ) = ej(sin () os ()x+sin () sin ()y+ os ()z) :
(28)
Substituting u = f; into (27), repla ing the six by ! , and letting
'(; ) = os (h sin () os ()) + os (h sin () sin ()) + os (h os ()); (29)
we get

2'(; )f;

!f;

h

2

(30)

whi h we want to be as lose as possible to 2 f; , i.e. we want
2'(; ) + h2 2

!

(31)

as lose to zero as possible. Again, we annot solve this uniformly for all  and
', but we an try to minimize the average by integrating (31) over an arbitrary
sphere of non-zero radius (equivalently, in this ase, over a sphere of radius one)
and setting that equal to zero to get
Z 2 Z
0

0





! sin()d() d() =

i.e.
1
!=
2

Z 2 Z
0

0



Z 2 Z
0

0





(2'(; ) + (h) ) sin()d() d(); (32)
2



(h)2
) sin()d() d();
('(; ) +
2

(33)
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Using (29), we have ! = p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 where


1 2
os (h sin () os (')) sin()d() d();
p1 =
2 0
0
Z

Z

1 2
p2 =
os (h sin () sin (')) sin()d() d();
2 0
0
Z 

Z
1 2
p3 =
os (h os ()) sin()d() d();
2 0
0

Z 
Z
(h)2
1 2
sin()d() d():
(34)
p4 =
2 0
2
0
In this ase, hand derivation of analyti al expressions for these integrals is extremely tedious and \typo prone" so we want to, at the very least, he k any hand
al ulations using symboli omputation on a omputer.
Z

Z



3. Symboli Computation
While most omputer algebra systems su h as Ma syma 6 , REDUCE 7 , Maple 8 ,
Mathemati a 9 , and AXIOM 10 , et ., in lude symboli integration routines, they
are not set up to handle the kinds of integrations above in general.
As already mentioned in the paragraph after Eq. (22), one possible way to
pro eed is to implement a ustomized set of rewrite rules 11 12 13 based on tables
su h as those given in 5 14 15 . There an be some problems with su h an approa h.
Applying rewrite rule transformations in a meaningful and produ tive way an be
hallenging or even impossible (see the referen es just ited). Often, any attempts
to try to automate su h transformations an be doomed to endlessly y le into
ea h other without yielding any mathemati al insight. For that reason, we need a
system that gives very tight ontrol and possible user intera tion with rewrite rule
transformations. In fa t, it is ertainly desirable to have total ontrol of what one's
ode is doing when exe uting a rewrite rule transformation and to have omplete
knowledge of what that transformation a tually a omplishes. The methods we
employ allow us to a omplish these goals.

3.1.

Needed fun tionality

The kinds of symboli





omputational fa ilities needed for this work are:

Symboli di erentiation,
the ability to reate user de ned operators,
the ability to de ne the behavior of user de ned operators, e.g.
{ the spe i ation of the partial derivatives of a given operator in the
system,
{ the ability to spe ify (bi)linearity of an operator with real or omplex
oeÆ ients, et .,
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3.2.

the ability to transform subexpressions of a given expression in a very
ontrolled, well-de ned manner.

ExprLib

While it is possible to implement your own rewrite rule systems in any of the systems
mentioned, we have hosen another system, ExprLib 16 17 , for several reasons:






The library gives very pre ise user ontrol over the parse tree of a given
expression,
it gives very pre ise user ontrol of the way various subexpressions may be
transformed in a given expression,
it is extremely eÆ ient as ompared to other available systems and this
be omes very important when we al ulate pre ise interpolation formulas
in Se t. 4.
it is a portable ANSI C library whi h easily interfa es with other ode as
any C library does.

The ExprLib library has many fa ilities often found in symboli omputation
systems (often alled \ omputer algebra" systems) su h as the ones mentioned
above. There are some important di eren es. As an ANSI C library, it is ompiled
rather than interpreted. While most symboli omputation systems stress \exa t"
omputations (arbitrary integer or rational onstants) and arbitrary pre ision oating point onstants, ExprLib's default is the C type double. We have found this
quite suÆ ient for all of the work we des ribe.
We wrote an ExprLib program to ompute the adjusted weights for the new
nite di eren e method just des ribed. Some details are in the appendix of this
paper and more details an be found at 18 . Here we will just summarize the results
for the Helmholtz equation in Se t. 2, we have

! = 2 os(h) + (h)2 in dimension one;
! = 4J0 (h) + (h)2 in dimension two;
! = 6j0 (h) + (h)2 in dimension three:

(35)

4. Interpolation
In applying su h a modi ed nite di eren e method as above, one establishes an
error riteria. Then a mesh is hosen with ne enough resolution to a hieve the
desired a ura y. But there are several reasons why it may be desirable for the
mesh to be redu ed even farther than required for a given a ura y. For example,
when dense materials are examined, the wave length inside the materials de reases,
and so a ner mesh is required in order to a hieve the desired a ura y. Another
reason may be due to the physi al geometry itself. The geometry in question may
in lude a smooth surfa e in whi h the radius of urvature may be too small to be
suÆ iently resolved with the original mesh. Yet another justi ation o urs when
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small obje ts must be resolved. Obje ts that are smaller than the size of a single
ell are poorly approximated.
The problem with using a ner mesh, is that it requires larger memory allo ations and longer omputation times. It would be preferable if a oarse mesh ould
be used over the majority of the omputational domain, while a ner mesh is used
only around the areas required. Traditionally, this has been a omplished by determining interpolate information between meshes as follows. If a eld value was
required in a lo ation that was not sampled, an average value of the surrounding
elds would be used. Unfortunately this te hnique auses large arti ial re e tions,
and thus severely ontaminates the solution. The reason that these interpolating
s hemes fail is that there is no physi al justi ation for the interpolating s heme
used. Averages or entroids are often used in order to interpolate the eld information yielding results that are often poor at best.
A systemati method will be presented in order to optimally hoose the weights
required in an interpolation s heme. For the purpose of this explanation, the following meshing s heme will be adopted. First, a oarse mesh is established and
pla ed throughout the omputational domain. Next, regions where the resolutions
are to be in reased are identi ed. In these sensitive regions the resolutions are doubled. Therefore, every oarse ell in this region is now divided into four ner ells.
When adja ent ells do not have the same spatial resolution, the region will be referred to as a transition region. If still ner resolutions are required, the pro ess is
again repeated. By adopting this meshing s heme, all transition regions will ontain
adja ent ells with a 2:1 ratio of resolutions. As illustrated in Fig. 1 below:

Fig. 1. mesh re nement

In adopting this onvention, interpolation takes pla e for three di erent sten il
patterns. These sten ils are referred to as the middle sten il (See Fig. 2), the ross
sten il (See Fig. 3), and the orner sten il (See Fig. 4).
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4.1.

Middle interpolation

un6

un7

un5

un0

un1

un4

un3

un2

Fig. 2. the middle sten il

In Fig. 2, the shorter distan es between the nodes shown is h and the two longer
distan es are 2h. The oordinates of node n0 are assumed to be (0; 0). The labeling
of nodes starts at (0; 0) and pro eeds lo kwise. So, e.g. n7 = (h; 2h). In deriving
this interpolation s heme, it is assumed that the region surrounding the sten il is
homogeneous. First, a plane wave whi h propagates at an arbitrary dire tion, exists
in the homogeneous region and is de ned as f = ej (x os ()+y sin ()) .
When the distan e between the nodes are de ned as in Fig. 2, the value of the
plane wave sampled at the nodal lo ations shown is given by

f0 = f (n0 ) = 1; f1 = f (n1 ) = ejh os () ; f2 = f (n2 ) = ejh( os ()
f3 = f (n3 ) = e jh sin () ; f4 = f (n4 ) = e jh( os ()+sin ()) ;
f5 = f (n5 ) = e jh os (); f6 = f (n6 ) = ejh( os ()+2 sin ()) ;
f7 = f (n7 ) = ejh( os ()+2 sin ()) :



sin ( ))

;

(36)

It is now desired to approximate the eld in the enter of the sten il f0 as a
fun tion of the neighboring nodes
w0 f0 + w1 f1 + w2 f2 + w3 f3 + w4 f4 + w5 f5 + w6 f6 + w7 f7
= Res()  0: (37)
2

h

This equation ould be solved for a given propagation angle. However, for arbitrary
s atters, there is no way of knowing whi h angle we would need to solve for. Assuming that all angles are equally probable, we solve the approximation in an average
sense
Z 2
0

h2 Res()d = 0:

(38)
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Performing the integration and solving for w0 yields

w0 =

h

p

p

i

(w1 + w3 + w5 )J0 (h) + (w2 + w4 )J0 ( 2h) + (w6 + w7 )J0 ( 5h) : (39)

An optimal value for w0 is known as a fun tion of the other weights. Before solving
for the other weights we redu e the number of unknowns further by exploiting the
symmetry of the problem. The relations (w1 = w5 , w2 = w4 , w6 = w7 ) must hold
true in order that the wave does not have a preferred propagation dire tion. At this
point we are allowed to pi k one of the weights so that the others will be uniquely
determined. We hoose w1 = w5 = 1 so that our approximating equation be omes

w0 + f1 + (f2 + f4)w2 + f3 w3 + f5 + (f6 + f7 )w7 = 0:

(40)

Now substituting the value of w0 and fi , i = 1; : : : ; 7 into (40), we obtain

R = F1 W1 + F2 W2 + F3 W3

(41)

where

W1 = w2 ; W2 = w3 ; W3 = w6 ;
R = 2J0 (h) e hj os () e hj os () ;
p
F1 = ehj( os () sin ()) + e hj( os ()+sin ()) 2J0 ( 2h);
F2 = e hj sin () J0 (h);
p
F3 = ehj( os ()+2 sin () ) + ehj( os ()+2 sin ()) + 2J0 ( 5h):

(42)

We have thus redu ed the problem to optimally approximating Eq. (41) for the
unknown quantities W1 ; W2 , and W3 , given R, F1 ; F2 , and F3 . Before solving this
problem, we will show that the other two ases also lead to this sort of problem as
well.

4.2.

Cross interpolation

In Fig. 3, the shorter distan es between the nodes shown is h and the two longer
distan es are 2h. The oordinates of node n0 are assumed to be (0; 0). The labeling
of nodes starts at (0; 0) and pro eeds lo kwise. So, e.g. n6 = (0; 2h).
When the distan e between the nodes are de ned as in Fig. 3, the values of the
plane wave sampled at the nodal lo ations shown are given by

f0 = f (n0 ) = 1; f1 = f (n1 ) = ejh os () ; f2 = f (n2 ) = ejh( os ()
f3 = f (n3 ) = e jh sin () ; f4 = f (n4 ) = e jh( os ()+sin ()) ;
f5 = f (n5 ) = e jh os () f6 = f (n6 ) = ej2h sin () :



sin ( ))

(43)

On e again, we want to approximate the eld in the enter of the sten il f0 as
a fun tion of the neighboring nodes
w0 f0 + w1 f1 + w2 f2 + w3 f3 + w4 f4 + w5 f5 + w6 f6 + w7 f7
= Res()  0 (44)
2

h
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un6

un5

un0

un1

un4

un3

un2

Fig. 3. the ross sten il

Pro eeding as in the last Se t., we integrate over a 2 interval and solve for w0 as

w0 =

p

h

2(1 + w3 )J0 (2h) + 2w2 J0 (h) + w4 J0 ( 2h)

i

(45)

where we have made use of the symmetry so that w4 = w2 and w5 = w1 . We let
w1 = 1, so that our approximating equation be omes

w0 + f1 + (f2 + f4 )w2 + f3 w3 + f5 + f6 w6 = 0:

(46)

By substituting for the known values, we again obtain the equation

R = F1 W1 + F2 W2 + F2 W2

(47)

where

W1 = w2 ; W2 = w3 ; W3 = w6
R = 3J0(h) ehj os () e hj os ()
p
F1 = 2J0( 2h) + ehj( os () sin ()) + e hj( os ()+sin ())
F2 = e hj sin () J0 (h)
F3 = e2hj sin () J0 (2h):

4.3.

(48)

Corner interpolation

In Fig. 4, the shorter distan es between the nodes shown is h and the two longer
distan es are 2h. The oordinates of node n0 are assumed to be (0; 0). The labeling
of nodes starts at (0; 0) and pro eeds lo kwise (as indi ated). So, e.g. n7 = (0; 2h).
When the distan e between the nodes are de ned as in Fig. 4, the values of the
plane wave sampled at the nodal lo ations shown are given by

f0 = 1; f1 = ej2h



os ( )

; f2 = e jh sin () ;
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f3 = e j2h sin (); f4 = e jh( os ()+sin ()) ; f5 = e jh
f6 = e j2h os () ; f7 = ej2h sin () :



os ( )

;
(49)

On e again, it is now desired to approximate the eld in the enter of the sten il

f0 as a fun tion of the neighboring nodes

w0 f0 + w1 f1 + w2 f2 + w3 f3 + w4 f4 + w5 f5 + w6 f6 + w7 f7
= Res()  0: (50)
h2
Again we integrate over a 2 interval and solve for w0 to obtain

w0 =

p

h

i

2(1 + w3 )J0 (2h) + 2w2 J0 (h) + w4 J0 ( 2h)

(51)

where we have made use of the symmetry and let w1 = w7 = 1, w2 = w5 , and
w3 = w6 . Again, the simpli ed equation be omes

W1 F1 + W2 F2 + W3 F3 = R

(52)

un7

un6

un5

un0

un4

un2

un1

un3
Fig. 4. the orner sten il

where

W1 = w2 ; W2 = w3 ; W3 = w4
R = 2J0 (2h) e2hj os () e2hj sin ()
F1 = 2J0 (h) + e hj sin () + e hj os ()
F2 = 2J0 (2h) + e 2hj sin () + e2hj os ()
p
F3 = J0 ( 2h) + e hj( os ()+sin () :

(53)
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4.4.

Summary

In ea h ase above, we have redu ed the problem of nding an optimal interpolation
s heme to the following mathemati al problem.
Problem 4.1. Given fun tions F1 ; F2 ; F3 , and R, nd the oeÆ ients W1 ; W2 , and
W3 whi h gives the best approximation

W1 F1 + W1 F2 + W1 F3  R:

(54)

In our ase, the given fun tions are omplex valued and integrable (in fa t,
analyti ) over the interval [0; 2 ℄. Furthermore, they are linearly independent in the
omplex ve tor spa e of su h fun tions taking [0; 2 ℄ to C. The omplex bilinear
form given by

< f; g >=

Z 2
0

f ()g()d

(55)

allows us to apply Gram-S hmidt orthogonalization 19 to solve this problem. The
idea is to apply the pro ess to the linearly independent set fF1 ; F2 ; F3 g to obtain
an orthonormal set fP1 ; P2 ; P3 g for whi h we know that

< R; Pi >
i=1 < Pi ; Pi >

3
X

is a best approximation (Theorem 4, p. 284 of
pro ess is de ned by the re ursive sequen e

P1 = F1 ;
Pk+1 = Fk+1

(56)
19

) to R. Sin e the Gram-S hmidt

k
X

< Fk+1 ; Fi >
Pi ;
i=1 < Fi ; Fi >

(57)

it is lear that the Pi are linear ombinations of the Fi and thus there are unique
Wi su h that

R

3
< R; Pi > X
Wi Fi :
=
i=1 < Pi ; Pi > i=1

3
X

(58)

In general, this solution is ompli ated in two ways. The algebra needed to express
the Pi as linear ombinations of the Fj is omplex and error prone if attempted \by
hand". Se ondly, in general, there may not be a \ losed form" for the integrals involved in al ulating the inner produ ts. In our ase, the integrals involved a tually
have analyti expressions and one ase is al ulated in the next Se t.

4.5.

Cal ulating inner produ ts

Consider the norm of f = F1 in the orner sten il ase (53). We have that

f () = e h sin ()j + e h

j

os ( )

2J0 (h)

(59)
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and so

f () = eh sin ()j + eh

j

2J0 (h):

os ( )

(60)

Substituting f () and f () into the inner produ t formula yields

<f; f > = 2J0(h)

0
Z 2



2J0 (h)
2J0 (h)

Z 2

0

Z 2
0

eh sin ()j d +

eh

(4J02 (h) + 2)

0
Z 2



 j d +

os ( )

e h

0

 j d

0

eh(sin ()

eh( os ()

2J0 (h)

os ( )

Z 2

Z 2

Z 2
0

 j d

os ( ))

 j d

sin ( ))

e h sin ()j d +

d

(61)

Now applying the formula

A os () + B sin () =

p

A2 + B 2 os (
= ar tan (B=A)

)
(62)

to ea h integrand on the right hand side of the inner produ t yields

<f; f > = 2J0(h)
2J0 (h)
2J0 (h)

Z 2

0
Z 2



0

Z 2
0

1

= 2 ;

2

= 34 ;

3

os ( )

eh

os (



0

;
4

ex

1 )j

 j d +

Z 2

=

Z 2
0



os (

eh

(4J02 (h) + 2)
where

eh

4 )j

d +
Z 2
0

Z 2
0

p
e 2h

p
e 2h

d 2J0 (h)



os (

Z 2
0



2 )j

os (

3 )j

eh

d





os (

d
4

d

5 )j

d +
(63)

= ;

5

=

 : Substituting
2

j d = 2J (x)
0

os ( + )

(64)

into the right hand side of the inner produ t yields

p

<f; f > = 2J0(h)(2J0 (h)) + (2J0 ( 2h)) 2J0(h)(2J0 (h)) +
p
(2J0 ( 2h)) 2J0 (h)(2J0 (h)) 2J0 (h)(2J0 (h)) +
(4J02 (h) + 2)(2 )
p
(65)
= 4 (J0 ( 2h) 2J02 (h) + 1)
Obviously, the solution of this spe i example involves quite omplex transformations due to operations with exponential fun tions and omplexity of the inner
produ t. Although the inner produ t was derived for relatively simple fun tions in
this ase, the hand derived al ulations are error prone and quite tedious.
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5. Results
5.1. Dimension

one

The sele tion of the new weights in pla e of the lassi al weights has a tremendous
e e t on the orresponding s heme as we will now show in dimension one.
Consider the boundary value problem where u(0) = 1 and u(1) = os () over
the unit interval [0; 1℄. The exa t solution is u(x) = os (x). Using the partition
0 = x0 ; : : : ; xi = hi ; : : : ; xn = 1 for some 0 < h < 1, the dis retization is ui  u(xi )
where
ui+1 wui + ui 1
+ 2 ui = 0:
(66)
2

h

Thus one obtains a tridiagonal system where the rst equation is u1 + u2 = 1, the
j th equation for 2  j  n 2 is uj 1 + uj + uj+1 = 0; and the (n 1)th equation
is un 2 + un 1 =
os () where = 2 os (h). Here is a omparison for the
ase  = 10 and h = 61 . A pre ision of 50 digits was used. The approximation
using the lassi weight 2 is given by ui , the approximation using the adjusted
weight 2 os (h) + 2 h2 is given by uei and the exa t value is given by ui below for
i = 1; : : : ; 5.

u1 =
u1 =
f
u1 =
u2 =
uf2 =
u2 =
u3 =
uf3 =
u3 =
u4 =
uf4 =
u4 =
u5 =
uf5 =
u5 =

5.2.

1:75007673785979935689970676673101998374372598308515
0:09572354801437558411561383686531123100759275006710
0:09572354801437558411561383686531123100759275006709
2:36117079611317727758866081856857109846734243128845
0:98167400471107906433511069051210666565441099639859
0:98167400471107906433511069051210666565441099639859
0:08638943689489408122480720326675753728642924125030
0:28366218546322626446663917151355730833442259225221
0:28366218546322626446663917151355730833442259225221
2:29397901186159299219158854936109301391123079920488
0:92736770305097536199695370882429122059978799610273
0:92736770305097536199695370882429122059978799610273
1:87059533500946640848493163054760765921738652952077
0:46120403916318874233113050178042037607853697372898
0:46120403916318874233113050178042037607853697372897

Dimension two

A simple two dimensional experiment is performed in order to demonstrate how the
modi ed entral di eren e approximation redu es the numeri al dispersion errors
and thus ontributes to redu ing the total errors for a wave propagation problem. In
this experiment, a plane wave is modeled as it propagates over a region of free spa e.
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As the plane wave solution is known in losed form, the exa t boundary onditions
an be pla ed on the outside edges of our sele ted domain. The Helmholtz's equation
is then used to model the transverse ele tri elds at ea h grid lo ation interior to
the domain. Thus all grid points have a unknown asso iated with them. The same
sten il as des ribed earlier in this paper is used.
For ea h interior grid point a linear equation is formed and thus the system an
be solved as a set of linear equations with boundary onditions. Finally, the error
an be al ulated at ea h grid lo ation as the exa t analyti al solution is know for
all spa e. This experiment looks at the error as a fun tion of grid spa ing, and
wave propagation angle for both the traditional entral di eren e approximation
(referred to as the old method) and the modi ed approximation (refereed to as the
new method). Note that the only di eren e between these two methods is the value
of the weight given to the enter grid in the sten il. Therefore, omputation times
are exa tly the same.
The errors are al ulated in this paper as follows: for all grid points the omplex
di eren e between the al ulated value and the analyti al value is omputed. Ea h
di eren e is multiplied by its omplex onjugate and then all resultant values are
summed. The sum is then divided by the total number of grid points used in the
sum and thus the average root mean squared values is des riptive of the global
error. The maximum errors were also al ulated for ea h experiment, however sin e
the trends were the same, we hose to present only the above errors.
2

−5

6

40 cells per wavelength − Area=(1 wavelengths)

x 10

old
new
5

Average (rms error)2

4

3

2

1

0

0

10

20

30
40
50
60
Plane wave propagation angle Theta (degrees)

70

80

Fig. 5. Average (RMS error)2 versus plane wave propagation angle.

90
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In Fig. 5, the lassi al variation in error due to propagation angle with respe t
to the grid is illustrated. Here a grid spa ing of 40 ells per wavelength is hosen,
and the size of the omputational domain is one square wavelength. The solid lines
are used for the old or lassi al entral di eren e approximation while dotted lines
are used for the new method. This is onsistent for Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7. Noti e
that for the old method, the errors are maximum at zero degrees (aligned with the
grid axis) minimum at 45 degrees and then symmetri ally in rease to a maximum
error at 90 degrees. This pattern periodi ally repeats every 90 degrees. In ontrast,
the new method is maximum at zero, minimum at 22:5 degrees and in rease to a
maximum at 45 degrees. This pattern repeats every 45 degrees. For all angles, the
error al ulated by the new weights is smaller than the old. This will be true for
other grid resolutions.
10,20,&40 cells per wavelength − Theta=45 degrees

1

10

10 old
10 new
20 old
20 new
40 old
40 new

0

10

−1

Average (rms error)2

10

−2

10

−3

10

−4

10

−5

10

−6

10

−7

10

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8
0.9
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
Width of square computational space in wavelengths

1.4

1.5

Fig. 6. Average (RMS error)2 versus grid resolution at a xed propagation angle of 45 degrees (Worst ase).

In the next experiment, the propagation angle and grid resolution is xed while
the omputational size is varied from a size of (0:5 wavelength)2 to (1:5 wavelength)2 .
Three grid resolution are hosen as 10, 20, and 40 ells per wavelength. The two
extreme ases of 45 and 22:5 degrees are hosen for the propagation angles. From
Fig. 5, it is expe ted that the 45 degree ase will produ e the best results for the
old weights and worst ase for the the new weights. In ontrast, the 22:5 ase is
expe ted to produ e the smallest errors for the new weights.
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Fig. 6 illustrates the experiment with a propagation of 45 degrees. Cir les are
used for the 10 ells per wavelength ase, asterisks for the 20 ells per wavelength
ase, and stars for the 40 ells per wave length ase. Noti e that for this angle, the
trends for both methods appear to follow the same pattern. Again for all ases, the
new method produ es lower errors.
10,20,&40 cells per wavelength − Theta=22.5 degrees
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20 old
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40 old
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1.5

Fig. 7. Average (RMS error)2 versus grid resolution at a xed propagation angle of 22.5 degrees
- (Best ase).

In Fig. 7, the same legends are used, but the propagation angle is hanged to 22:5
degrees. At this angle the di eren es are extreme. For real s attering problems, a
omposite spe trum of propagation angles will be present. Be ause the new method
produ es smaller errors at all angles and all resolutions and all omputational sizes,
it will also produ e smaller errors for s attering problems.

5.3.

Further

al ulations: interpolation formulas

Using the method of Se ts. 4.4 and 4.5, an ANSI C program was written, ompiled
and linked to ExprLib. The results for all three oeÆ ients W1 , W2 , and W3 were
obtained in 0:38 se . on an Intel 400 MHz i686 with 196M of real memory running
Linux using g .
For example, we found that
W3 = ((- 2 Js2 + 2 Js10) Js5^2 + ((2 J0 J4 + (2 J2 - 2)
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J3 + 6 J0 J2 - 4 J0) Js2 + (- 8 J0 J2 + 4 J0) Js10 - 2
J0 J4 + 2 J0) Js5 + ((- 2 J2 + 2) J4 + 2 J2s2 - 4 J2^2 +
2 J2) Js2^2 + ((- 2 J2s2 + 4 J2^2 - 2) Js10 + (- 2 J2 2 J0^2 + 2) J4 + (- 2 J0 J2s2 + 6 J0 J2 - 4 J0) J3 +
(- 2 J0^2 + 2) J2s2 - 4 J2^2 + (2 J0^2 + 2) J2) Js2 + ((4
J0^2 - 2) J2s2 + 4 J2^2 - 8 J0^2 J2 + 6 J0^2 - 2) Js10 +
(4 J0^2 J2 - 2 J0^2) J4 + (2 J0 J2s2 - 4 J0 J2^2 +
2 J0) J3 - 2 J0^2 J2s2 + 4 J0^2 J2^2 - 4 J0^2 J2) /
((Js2^2 - 1) Js5^2 + (- 2 J0 Js2^2 + (- 4 J0 J2 + 4 J0)
Js2 + 4 J0 J2 - 2 J0) Js5 + (- J2s2 + 4 J2 - 3) Js2^3 +
(- J2s2 + 4 J2 + J0^2 - 3) Js2^2 + ((4 J0^2 + 1) J2s2 - 2
J2^2 - 12 J0^2 J2 + 8 J0^2 + 1) Js2 + (- 4 J0^2 + 1) J2s2 +
(4 J0^2 - 2) J2^2 + 4 J0^2 J2 - 5 J0^2 + 1)

where
J0 = J_0(k h), J2 = J_0(2 k h), J3 = J_0(3 k h), J4 = J_0(4 k h),
Js2 = J_0 (sqrt (2) k h), Js5 = J_0 (sqrt (5) k h),
Js10 = J_0 (sqrt (10) k h), J2s2 = J_0 (2 sqrt (2) k h).

The other two oeÆ ients, W1 and W2 are mu h longer. This fa t prevents us
from presenting them here. All the oeÆ ients and the omplete ANSI C sour e
ode used to derive them is available from the se ond author. Further details are
available at 18 as well.

5.4.

Final summary

We have presented a method to derive new numeri al s hemes with optimized
weights for Helmholtz equation in one, two, and three dimensions and have also
derived an optimal interpolation s heme for re ned meshes. While it is possible to
arry out hand al ulations for these s hemes as seen in 4 , the omplexity of the
algebra involved is great and it is almost ertain that su h hand al ulations will
su er from numerous typographi al errors. By using symboli omputation, errors
and tedium in deriving the ne essary formulas were eliminated. We found that with
relatively few fun tions out of the 130+ fun tions available in ExprLib, we were able
to a hieve all of our goals.
Certain extensions of this work to other equations are possible and symboli
omputation is playing a role both in the theory and pra ti al appli ations. The
results of this new work will be reported in future papers.
l.lambebangor.a .uk
ri hard.lu zaksai . om
nehrbassee.eng.ohio-state.edu
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Appendix A. The Use of Symboli Computation
Appendix A.1. The optimal weights
We wrote a short ExprLib program to al ulate the integrals (34) above. Here are
the results for p1 :
tor:~/tex/lambe/lln -> time p1
p1 = 2 j0
0.010u 0.000s 0:00.00 0.0%

0+0k 0+0io 141pf+0w

All four integrals were al ulated in a similar way. Here is the result of running
that program on the same ma hine as used above.
tor:~/tex/lambe/lln -> time omega3d
omega3D = kh^2 + 6 j0
0.000u 0.010s 0:00.00 0.0%

0+0k 0+0io 140pf+0w

Note that, to save time and spa e, the produ t k*h was pro essed as one variable,
so the reported result is a tually k^2 h^2 + 6 j0. Only one set of rewrite rules
was needed to ompute all four integrals. The details are available at 18 .

Appendix A.2.

Deriving interpolation formulas using symboli
omputation

We want to show how to solve Problem 4.1. The rst thing needed is a method for
al ulating the Gram-S hmidt formula. For this, a omplex bilinear form is
required. Next, the proper olle tion of rewrite rules will have to be set up to deal
with the a tual bra kets (integrals)

<f; g >=

Z 2
0

f ()g()d

(A.1)

for the parti ular set of fun tions involved. In order to do this, we need to be able
to de ne the bilinear operator to represent the bra ket.
While the usual operators are built into ExprLib, users may also de ne their own
operators. An operator represents a fun tion of zero or more variables. The
number of arguments of an operator is alled its arity. An operator with zero
arguments is a symboli onstant. It is easy to reate new operators. One needs to
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spe ify a string (the print name) and an unsigned integer (the arity). The user
an seamlessly use the operator by registering the operator in the parser table as
the following ode segment indi ates.
myOp = opCreate ("myOp", 3);
registerOp (myOp);

So given Problem 4.1, the strategy is to




de ne a binary operator \bra k" and register it with the parser
\tea h" the library that bra k is omplex bilinear:
bra k(ax; y) = a bra k(x; y);
bra k(y; x) = bra k(x; y);

bra k(x + y; z) = bra k(x; z) + bra k(y; z);



et ., and nally,
tea h the library how to integrate the relevant lass of fun tions.

In slightly more detail, we will use symboli names fi for the Fi and r for R and
al ulate the Gram-S hmidt formula for the fi symboli ally. By bilinearity of the
bra ket, the result will automati ally be expanded in terms of a linear expression
in the fi with oeÆ ients involving the bra kets <fi ; fj >. Similarly, the
approximating expression for r will be linear in the fi with oeÆ ients involving
the bra kets <r; fi >. The next step is to use routines for the symboli
integrations to al ulate the exa t values of <Fi ; Fj > and <R; Fi > and
substitute these a tual values for the symboli bra kets above. This will yield the
desired oeÆ ients Wi . We need one more ExprLib fun tion, viz.
Expr exprDiff (Expr f, String x);

As might be lear from the name, this fun tion returns the derivative of the
expression f with respe t to the variable x.
The main program an be summarized by the following.



Program the G{S formula and the formula ans given by

<r; p2 >
<r; p3 >
<r; p1 >
p +
p +
p
<p1 ; p1 > 1 <p2 ; p2 > 2 <p3 ; p3 > 3
symboli ally in terms of symboli expressions fi representing the Fi (by
ans =

bilinearity, the formula will automati ally be expressed as a fun tion of





<fi ; fj > and <r; fj > and will be linear in the fi )
pi k out the oeÆ ients, e.g. the oeÆ ient of f1 is just exprDiff(ans; f1)
al ulate the bra kets for the a tual F1 ; F2 ; F3 ; R

use substitutions to repla e the symboli bra kets in the oeÆ ients by
their a tual values omputed in the last step.
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For a detailed explaination of the ExprLib notation used in this Se t., see 18 .
Here is the ode for the bilinear bra ket. It is assumed an the operator bra k of
arity two has been de ned and was registered with the parser. The name obra k
(\outer bra ket") is used to distinguish the routine from the operator (the
\internal bra ket"). It is assumed that the arguments f and g are linear in the
variables that are spe i ed in the String (String is the type har *) array s of
length n. To get the oeÆ ient of s[i℄ in f, for example, one simply uses
exprDiff (f, s[i℄). Use is also made of the built in operation
opApp2 (op, f, g) whi h applies an operator op of arity two to two expressions
f and g and returns the result whi h is of type Expr. The obra k routine alls an
external routine alled obar whi h a ts as follows. If arg is not a bra ket,
obar(arg) = arg, otherwise, obar(bra k (a, b)) = bra k (b, a).
Expr
obra k (Expr f, Expr g, String *s, UInt n)
{
Expr ans = exprZero ();
Expr oi, oj, base;
int i, j;

}

if (exprIsZero (f) || exprIsZero (g))
return exprZero ();
else
{
for (i = 1; i < n; i++)
for (j = 1; j < n; j++)
{ oi = exprDiff (f, s[i℄);
oj = exprDiff (g, s[j℄);
oi = exprTimes ( oi, obar ( oj));
base =
opApp2 (bra k, parseStrToExpr (s[i℄),
parseStrToExpr (s[j℄));
ans = exprPlus (ans, exprTimes ( oi, base));
}
}
return ans;

Again, full details are available at 18 .

